Ferrule Type, Fast-Acting Fuses
For 13/32” x 1-3/8” (10.3mm x 35mm)

Catalog Symbol: KTQ
Ferrule Type, Fast-Acting
1-6A
600Vac

Agency Information:
UL Recognized, STD 248-14, (Guide # JDYX2, File E19 180)

Interrupt Rating: 10,000A RMS Sym.
Body Material: Melamine
Ferrule Material: Bronze
Ferrule Plating: Nickel

- For control, gaseous vapor fixture, and HID ballast; electronic circuits.
- Melamine cartridge.
- Slightly more delay than type BBS to override transient currents.
- Mounts in Buss panel-mount fuseholders HPS-L, BM-series blocks, or 13/32” clips.

Electrical Ratings (Catalog Symbol and Amperes)
600 Volts AC
KTQ-1 KTQ-4
KTQ-1-6/10 KTQ-5
KTQ-2 KTQ-6
KTQ-3

Test Specifications
Load Opening Time
110% Indefinitely
135% 1 hr. (max.)

Recommended fuseblocks/fuseholders for 13/32” x 1-1/2” fuses
See Data Sheets listed below
- Open fuseblocks - 1104, 2104
- Finger-safe fuseholders - 1109, 1102, 1103, 1151
- Panel-mount fuseholders - 2114, 2113, 2108, 2112, 2109, 2140
- In-line fuseholders - 2127, 2126

The only controlled copy of this Data Sheet is the electronic read-only version located on the Bussmann Network Drive. All other copies of this BIF document may present comprehensive product data and provide technical information that will help the end user with design applications. Bussmann reserves the right to discontinue or limit distribution of any products. Bussmann also reserves the right to change or update, without notice, any technical information in this bulletin. Once a product has been selected, it should be tested by the user in all possible applications.